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Expository Essay: Literary Introduction:



grabber info-adding sentence pivot sentence set-up sentence thesis



This paragraph moves from generalizations about the topic of the thesis to the statement of the thesis. This thesis is the controlling idea of the paper. It comes at the end of the first paragraph and tells the reader what will be discussed. Ninth grade writers may have a briefer introduction. This five-sentence format is used for sophomore-senior essays.



Body Paragraphs: Development of the thesis These paragraphs develop the main idea by explaining two points that support the thesis. These paragraphs have a minimum of two concrete details and two commentaries per detail. A concluding sentence summarizes the paragraph's main point = eight sentences.



Transitions Transitions help move the reader between paragraphs and between concrete details. See page 15.



topic sentence with transition + thesis key word lead-in + CD + 2 CMs lead-in + CD + 2 CMs conclusion sentence topic sentence with transition + thesis key word lead-in +CD + 2 CMs lead-in +CD + 2 CMs conclusion sentence topic sentence with transition + thesis key word lead-in + CD + 2 CMs lead-in +CD + 2 CMs conclusion sentence



Conclusion: This paragraph moves from the reworded thesis to its general implications, using two+ sentences that identify the importance (so what?) or results (who cares?) of the thesis, without restating information from the paper. The final sentences or clincher leaves the reader with a significant, powerful thought. (Again, this paragraph does not summarize the paper but applies knowledge learned from the thesis.)



* thesis stated using new words two sentences that explain the implications of the thesis final sentence that leaves reader with a powerful thought *



*



-4-



sophomoresenior levels will have three or more cds and the cds and cms will be combined in one sentence.
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